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ABSTRACT

As a result of beam measurements made at the
exit of the accelerating column in the high-intensity
proton injector, additional quadrupole lenses have
been incorporated in the proton beam transport line.
The design for the new transport system and the beam
measurements subsequently carried out with this new
design are presented and the improvement in opera
tion is discussed. Electron neutralization effects
have been observed and must be accounted for in the
design and operation of this beam line.

I. INTRODUCTION

The initial ~esign for the high intensity pro

ton beam line was based on theoretical considera

tions of the expected performance of the high-inten

sity proton injector. The initial design calcula

tions assumed an input beam to the transport system

having a beam radius of 0.7 cm and an envelope di

vergence of - 7 mrad. Beam envelope calculations,

assuming a Kapchinski-Vladmirski (K-V) phase-space

distribution, were carried out using this input

beam. Initial experience in the operation of this

beam line indicated that beam loss was occuring at

the prebuncher for beam currents greater than 20 rnA.

Beam dynamics studies based on observed emittance

measurements implied that the beam size and diver

gence entering the transport system were larger than

initially assumed. Subsequent beam studies carried

out at the exit of the accelerating column confirmed

this supposition. A new design for the transport

system was developed and two additional quadrupole

lenses were installed in the beam line which is now

are now in progress to incorporate beam scrapers to

eliminate halo beam.

II. INITIAL BEAM TRANSPORT SYSTEM

A layout showing the high-intensity beam trans

port system is shown in Figs. la and lb together with

the original calculated beam profiles in Fig. 2.

After initial operation the quadrupole lens strengths

in the initial portion of this line were varied to

optimize transmission through the prebuncher and the

profiles calculated from these new magnet settings

are shown in Fig. 3. The beam size at the prebuncher

was then smaller than originally designed but no

longer at a waist. This mode of operation was satis

factory for transporting proton currents up to 25 rnA.

However, the prebuncher was still the limiting aper

ture in the transport line and precluded the trans

port of larger proton currents which were available

from the ion source. The transverse phase-space dis

tributions observed for this beam at three emittance

measuring station along the beam line are shown in

able to transport over 30 rnA of protons to the lin- Fig. 4.

ac with minimal loss at the prebuncher. Studies

*Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Atomic Energy Commission.
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Fig. lao Layout of the high-intensity proton-heam line.

Fig. lb. Schematic diagram of the high-intensity
proton-beam line.

Beam dynamics calculations were then carried

out based on emittance measurements made at the

first emittance measuring station. These studies

explicitly calculated the space charge interaction

between ions and assumed the known admixture of

H+/H; ions in the beam extracted from the accelera

ting column. A variant of the PARMI LA code (J12PLUS)

was used to make these calculations. A parametric

search was made to fit the transverse phase space

distributions for five different experimental beams
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Fig. 2. Beam profiles for original design of the
beam transport system.

at the first emittance measuring station. The beam

envelope size a~d divergence at the exit of the ac

celerating column and the effective beam current

transported were the variables of the search for

each beam. The best fit obtained for these five

beams was for an input beam to the transport line

with 0.8- to O.g-cm radius and l4-mrad divergence

and for an effective space-Charge current only 40%

of the actual current. The observed and calculated

distributions for one of these beams is shown in



DISTANCE ALONG BEAM LINE-METERS

Fig. 3. Calculated beam profiles for the beam 1n1
tially transported in the high-intensity
proton beam line.

t The details of these tests are described in another
paper in these proceedings, D. W. Mueller et al.,
"Operation and Performance of the High-Intensity
Proton Inj ector of LAMPF. II

determined the basic parameters of the beam enter

ing the transport system.

I V • NEW TRANSPORT SYSTH1

V. BEAM SCRAPER STUDIES

The beam extracted from the ion source and sub

sequently transported through the beam line is

characterized by a central beam spot and a halo

structure. This halo seen in the beam cross sec

tions is a consequence of the tails or satellite

crossover structures present in the phase space dis

tribution preViously presented. In the operation of

LAMPF, it is important to reduce all beam loss in

the linac structures and the presence of this halo

Using the values of beam parameters determined

from these measurements, new design calculations

were carried out to transport the beam extracted

from the accelerating column to a small, double

waist at the prebuncher aperture. In the course of

these calculations, it became apparent that a dif

ferent configuration of focusing lenses was now need

ed to meet these constraints. The simplest way of

effecting this configuration was to add additional

lenses to the existing magnets on the beam line.

One lens was added in front of the quadruplet to pro

vide necessary focusing closer to the exit of the

column while the second lens was added at the en

trance of the first bending magnet to facilitate

tuning the beam at the prebuncher entrance. A lay

out showing the location of these new lenses is

shown in Fig. 6.

After the new quadrupole lenses were installed

and the beam line put back into operation, emittance

measurements and viewing screen observations were

taken on the new beam heing transported, and the re

sults confirmed the general features of the new de

sign. The phase-space patterns observed at the

final emittance measuring station (EM3) for a 28-mA

proton beam are shown in Figs. 7 and 8, and the cal

culated beam profiles and expected phase-space dis

tributions for this beam are shown in Fig. 9. Beam

cross sections observed along the beam line are

shown in Fig. 10. These observations demonstrated

that with these additional lenses proton beams could

be transported with the desired double waist at the

prebuncher and that higher beam currents could now

he transported to the linac.
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Fig. 5. The lower effective current found in this

search is believed to reflect space-charge neutrali

zation occuring in the initial part of the transport

system where it is known that significant beam loss

of H; ions is occurring.
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III. ACCELERATING COLUMN MEASUREMENTS

The difficulty experienced in transporting high

current beams through the prebuncher and the results

of the beam calculations made on the initial portion

of the transport system led to a detailed series of

measurements l of the beam extracted from the accele

rating column. Experiments were done to measure

the transverse emittance and the intensity distribu

tiont of this beam for a wide range of ion source

parameters. When the accelerating column is opera

ted at the Pierce design current, (that current at

which radial acceleration due to the space charge

interaction in an ideal uniform density beam is ex

actly compensated by the focusing forces in the

accelerating column), the beam size and divergence

observed in these emittance measurements was 1.2-cm

radius with lS.l-mrad divergence. Upon extrapola

ting back 5 in. to the last electrode of the accele

rating column and assuming a K-V distribution with

SO-rnA space charge loading, a beam size of 1.0-cm

radius with l4.6-mrad envelope divergence was oh

tained. These measured values corroborated the beam

dynarn,ics calculations made with the H2PLllS code and
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Fig. 4. Observed phase-space distributions for the beam initially
transported in the high-intensity proton beam line.
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Fig. 5. Observed and calculated phase-space distributions at EMI for the
beam initially transported in the high-intensity proton beam line.
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Fig. 6. Layout of the TA beam line showing the
location of the two new quadrupole lenses
TAQLOl-QO and TAQLOl-Q5.

Fig. 7. Horizontal phase-space pattern for a 28-mA
proton beam at EM3 after additional quadru
pole lenses were installed.
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Fig. 8. Vertical phase-space pattern for 28-mA
proton beam at EM3 after additional quad
rupole lenses were installed.
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46 rnA
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32 rnA

TDVS03

28 rnA

is believed to be a possible source of beam loss.

Studies on scraping these halo structures were there

fore initiated, and prototype beam scrapers have

been built and installed on the beam line. A photo

graph of one of these scrapers is shown in Fig. 11.

A new beam was empirically determined that minimized

II.. TDVSQ2
,. 28 rnA

I

Fig. 10. Beam cross section observed along the
beam line with the additional quadrupole
lenses installed.

beam size at the bunchers and is

for these beam scraping studies.

distributions presently obtained

now being employed

The phase-space

at the final emit-

Fig. 9. Calculated beam profiles and phase-space
distributions expected at EM3 with the
addi tiona 1 qua.drupole lenses installed.
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tanee measuring station (EM3) with and without these

scrapers is shown in Figs. 12-15. The scrapers do

Fig. 11. Prototype beam scraper installed on the
high-intensity proton beam line.



remove most of the tails but also result in a ro

tation of the phase-space distributions. This rota

tion is the result of the beam scraping that occurs

at the first beam scraper located in the initial part

of the transport system just in front of the first

bending magnet and is presumably as a result of a

change in the neutralization of the beam produced

when the scraper is inserted into the beam.

The use of beam scrapers has an additional

advantage in the tune-up of the transport line.

Since this scraper will be designed to permit only

the core of the beam to be transported on the de

sign axis, the multiplicity of steering combina-

Fig. 12. Horizontal phase-space distribution
observed at EM3 without beam scrapers.

Fig. 13. Vertical phase-space distribution ob
served at EM3 without beam scrapers

tions now possible will be reduced. A steering

algorithm is being incorporated into a computerized

tune-up program that will be based on a stepwise

steering to maximize beam through each aperture.

Thus these scrapers are expected to facilitate tune

up of this beam line.
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Fig. 14. Horizontal phase-space distribution ob
served at EM3 with beam scrapers instal
led on the beam line.

fIg. 15. Vertical phase-space distribution ob
served at EM3 with beam scrapers instal
led on the beam line
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